Insect Scavenger Hunt

Second Grade Core: Standard 3 Objective 1
Investigate relationships between plants and animals and how living things change during their lives.

1) First, all the kids get an 8oz milk carton and pictures of insects (some possible pictures below).

2) Open small milk carton all the way on the top, rinse it and poke a hole in either side of the carton below the top folds (so it can still close)

3) Tie string across the top for a handle.

4) Paste insect pictures on three sides and plain paper with their names on the fourth side.

5) For the scavenger hunt, students put their findings inside their homemade container.
   - something an insect eats
   - something an insect could live on or in
   - something the color of a grasshopper
   - something an insect has nibbled on

6) Everyone sits in a circle afterwards and shows off their insect-items